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Rabbi Michael S. Beals May 30, 2012
Congregation Beth Shalom Wilmington, DE

Arnold D. Kerr (Aronek Kierszkowski)
Aron ben Osher v’Riva

March 9, 1928 – May 27, 2012

The power of dates has played a significant role in Arnold Kerr’s life as of late. For example, I

cannot think of a more indelible image in my memory than that of the groom, Orin, wheeling his proud,

twinkling-eyed father down the aisle to his wedding at the ever-so-elegant Hotel DuPont on March 10th,

the same day that Arnold was liberated from the concentration camps. Orin and Ainsley’s wedding was

the ultimate victory over Hitler and everything he tried to destroy.

Arnold passed away on Shavuot, the holy day where we celebrate the anniversary of the receiving

of the Torah at Mount Sinai, more than 3800 years ago. Rabbinic lore asserts that the most righteous

among our people leave this world on Shabbat, the Sabbath. I can only imagine how much more can be

said of a Jew who passes away on Shavuot.

In this week that marks Arnold’s passing, Jews all around the world are reading the same portion,

Naso, from the Book of Numbers. It was my own bar mitzvah parasha and I know it well. Among the

most memorable passages are these words:

Yevarechecha Adonai v’yishmerecha.

Ya-air Adonai panav aylecha v’chuneka.

Yisa Adonai panav aylecha v’ya’same lecha shalom.

May God bless you and keep you.

May God cause His face to shine upon you and be gracious to you.

May God lift His face to you and grant you peace.

We call this the Priestly Three-Fold Benediction. It seems to be a fitting way to remember Arnold Kerr.

To his students, his friends, and most importantly, to his beloved family, Arnold was a blessing, and this

is how he will be remembered.

I am indebted to Regina and her family for the extraordinary and thorough biography which I will

now gladly share with you.

Arnold K. Kerr began his life as Aronek Kierszkowski. He was born on March 9, 1928 in

Suwalki, Poland, the second of four sons of Oszer and Riva Kierszkowski. His father owned a successful

import and export fur business which his mother helped operate. The family lived in Suwalki, a town

near the border with East Prussia and Lithuania, now Poland.

Aronek enjoyed a privileged childhood in Suwalki, where he did well in secular school, cheder

a.k.a. Hebrew School, and piano studies. He enjoyed pillow fights with his older brother, Dudek/David,
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chocolate-dipped cookie wafers from the market, bed warmers and down blankets on cold nights, and

playing with his uncle’s soccer ball – it was the only soccer ball in town, and Aronek refused to share it.

Another prized possession was one of the few children’s bicycles in town, a gift from his father from a

trip to England. A frequent sleepwalker as a child, Aronek was once found in his father’s office, talking to

a sculpture of a lion, the likeness of which adorned the company’s letterhead.

When the war broke out in Europe in 1939, Aronek, his mother and three brothers became

refugees, fleeing to Wilno (Vilnius), or perhaps you might know it by Vilna, home to the great Vilna

Gaon, known in some circles as the Jerusalem of the North, the seat of European Jewish learning, and a

city given to Lithuania by the occupying Soviet authorities. Aronek’s family moved to Wilno in order to

escape the German and Russian occupations. At the same time, Aronek’s father took part of the fur

inventory and went to Warsaw, believing it was a safer place for storage. The family never saw him

again, and Aronek learned after the war that his father had been shot at Trawniki, near Warsaw, where

concentration camp guards were trained.

Shortly after Germany attacked the Soviet Union in 1941, the town of Wilno was occupied by the

German Army. Degrading pronouncements about acceptable behavior for the Jews were issued daily, and

a gradual thinning of the Jewish population began, with groups of people marched out of town each day

and murdered in a nearby forest by Lithuanian auxiliaries. Jews that remained in Wilno, such as Aronek

and his family, were packed into a medieval ghetto, and subjected to a starvation diet, continuous

shootings, and hard labor. It was here that he and his extended family lived in 2 rooms, Aronek became a

bar mitzvah, and where he and his older brother, Dudek, “volunteered” to work at area farms to earn food

for their family.

In 1943, the Germans liquidated the ghetto of Wilno, sending the men and older boys to labor

camps. As Aronek and Dudek, ages 15 and 17, were marched toward the ghetto gate, they passed their

mother and youngest brother. That was the last time they saw their family. After the war, Aronek found

out that his mother and two younger brothers were gassed at Auschwitz.

The two brothers were transported to the labor camps in Estonia where they worked in the brown

coal mines. Later, during the harsh winter of 1943–44, they had to build fortifications on the Estonian

coast of the Baltic Sea. When prodded by other laborers to slow down, Aronek refused, knowing the

deeper he dug the warmer he would be.

In the early summer of 1944, the Soviet Army broke the siege of Leningrad and proceeded to cut

off the Baltic states of Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania. The Einsatz Kommandos SS, who ran the camps in

Estonia, prepared to escape by confiscating three ships from the German Army, who planned to use them

to evacuate part of their troops stationed in the Baltic states. In the fall of 1944, Dudek, was shot in

Estonia during the SS flight preparations; after being appointed to dig a mass grave, Dudek and several
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other men were shot into it. Approximately fifty of the Einsatz Kommandos SS boarded the ships taking

with them a few hundred camp guards and several thousand of the remaining prisoners, including Aronek.

They sailed for Danzig, while the German Army units were left behind and were later taken as prisoners

of war by the Russian Army.

Aronek ended up alone in Stutthof, a concentration camp near the port of Danzig at the southern

end of the Baltic Sea. Although there were no mass killings at Stutthof, Aronek had one particularly close

call. After his arrival there, all 516 teenagers were rounded up and were told they would be sent to

another camp, to be reunited with their families. The SS prescribed that the 10 freight cars brought to

transport them could carry only 500 prisoners. Aronek was one of 16 youths randomly picked to stay; not

having glasses on, at first Arnold was unaware that he was selected to stay. The other 500 teenagers were

taken to Auschwitz and gassed upon arrival.

In the bitter winter of 1945, Aronek was sent, along with thousands of other prisoners, on the

infamous death marches. Later it became clear that the SS used the marches to escape westward, away

from the Russians. As long as they had some of the prisoners, they had a “mission” and did not have to

join the German Army and fight for the “Fatherland.”

The death march brought Aronek and his group to a death camp called Rieben in West Prussia.

On the way there, they slept on church floors and were barely fed by their Ukrainian guards. Soon,

people began to die of starvation and cold. One day when there was virtually no food left, a full supply

train overturned after running off tracks that had been blown up by partisans. Aronek was selected to help

clean up. Knowing he would be shot for stealing any provisions, Aronek tucked his pant leg into his boot

and poured sugar into his pant leg. He allowed him himself two spoonfuls of sugar each day, which

lasted until liberation.

The day before Aronek’s seventeenth birthday, the SS camp commandant, Meisel, tried to gather

up the inmates for another march. However, this march was more or less voluntary, and Arnold and his

friends decided not to go. Although he could have been shot for his choice, he and the rest of the group

were left unharmed because the SS and their Ukrainian guards were in a hurry to run away from the

advancing front line.

In the early morning of March 10, 1945, five Russian Army scouts, (three men and two women),

entered the camp and liberated it. Staying with a loose group of friends, Aronek survived a bad case of

typhus when 2 young women nursed him back to health with fresh milk and food from a farm near the

camp.

More details of these events are described in Chapters 12, 14 and 16 of the book The Vanished

Kingdom: Travels Through the History of Prussia, by James Charles Roy (Westview Press, 1999).
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Aronek returned to Poland to look for his family, and without his identification papers in order

not be identified as a Jew. Other than one uncle who survived, returned to Suvalki and died soon after,

Aronek only found former house staff living in his home and refusing him entry. They finally agreed to

give him a small stack of photographs of his childhood and family. Later, while running goods between

East and West Berlin, Aronek and his friends were mistaken for freed Russian POWs and were arrested

by the Soviet NKVD (secret police) and detained. Eventually, a friendly guard and a few bottles of vodka

helped ease Aronek’s escape. His former gym teacher from Suvalki convinced him to enter a Displaced

Persons Camp and finish high school, which Aronek completed in one year by paying an outside tutor

with leftover oatmeal rations.

In November of 1947, Aronek began his studies at the Technical University of Munich. He

graduated in 1952 with a Dipl.- Ing. degree in Civil Engineering and served as president of the Jewish

Student Union. After graduation, he stayed at the University for another year, doing research at the Soil

Mechanics Laboratory, and enjoying dances, skiing, and operettas with friends.

In December 1953, Aronek received his immigration papers to come to the United States as a

“special citizen” because of his engineering degree. After convincing immigration officials he needed

time for one last ski trip with friends before leaving Europe, Aronek then traveled to the United States on

December 29, 1954 via the Queen Elizabeth II. He spent New Year’s Eve in at a hospital where a friend

from Munich was doing his residency and having a party. Soon after, Aronek changed his name from

Aronek Kierszkowski to Arnold D. Kerr. The “D,” he points out, stands for nothing. When challenged

on this by the immigration judge, Arnold pointed out that if Harry S. Truman did it, so could he — even if

he was not to be President of the United States.

Upon arriving in the U.S., Arnold worked for about a year at Hazelet & Erdal, Consulting

Engineers in Chicago, as a bridge designer. He then decided to continue his education at Northwestern

University in Evanston, Illinois. There he completed his M.S. degree in Mechanics in 1956 and his Ph.D.

in Theoretical and Applied Mechanics in 1958. He spent his postdoctoral year, 1958 to 1959, at Courant’s

Institute of Mathematical Sciences, New York University, doing research in the non-linear theory of

elasticity and stability theory.

Subsequently, Arnold joined the faculty of the Department of Aeronautics and Astronautics of

New York University. He received tenure in 1965 and taught there until 1973.

In 1966, Arnold met the love of his life, the young and beautiful art dealer, Berta Borgenicht, on a

blind date in Manhattan. Concerned about his accent, lack of family, and age (16 year older than Berta),

Berta’s mother was thrilled to find out that Arnold was a “lansman”, coming from the same small city,

Suwalki, as her father’s family. Arnold and Berta married at the family’s summer home in Water Mill,

New York, where Arnold was instructed to arrive 3 days early so as not to miss the wedding. After parties
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with family, friends, and figures from the NY art world, and a honeymoon in Montauk NY, Berta and

Arnold returned home where she promptly de-accessioned Arnold’s Danish Modern furniture and

numerous oil paintings of boats.

Riva, named for Arnold’s beloved mother, and known to most of you as Regina, was born two

year later on Pesach, Passover, and Arnold wondered what to do with a daughter. Regina claims it took

him 30 years to realize he needed to do nothing: just let her do what she wants. Regina, through her

marriage to Chris, has twice-blessed Arnold, first with the birth of grandson David, and then again, with

the birth of grandson, Jayson – Arnold’s legacy assured.

Orin, named for Arnold’s beloved father, Osher, arrived 3 years later and the Kerr name (however

new) could live on. It was the beginning of what Arnold would refer to as the Kerr Empire, and with

Orin’s recent marriage to the lovely Ainsley, there may yet be an heir apparent to the Kerr Throne.

Regina and Orin’s fond memories include time rehabbing an 18th century home near Rhinebeck

NY, where Arnold and Berta planted trees, took down walls, went to auctions, refinished furniture, and

welcomed friends and family. It gave Arnold a great deal of satisfaction to return 30 years later to find the

house beautifully maintained and the trees tall and healthy.

At NYU, Kerr planned and built the Laboratory for Engineering Mechanics and was appointed its

Director. In the spring of 1973, when plans were made to merge the School of Engineering and Science of

New York University with the Polytechnic Institute, he decided not to join the merged school and

accepted an invitation to go to Princeton University as a Visiting Professor.

At Princeton, in addition to teaching engineering mechanics courses, he developed a research

program in railway track engineering. In 1975, he organized the International Symposium on Railroad

Track Mechanics and Technology and in 1978, co-organized the Symposium on Productivity in U.S.

Railroads.

In September 1978, after repeated reminders that he had promised Berta never to leave

Manhattan, Arnold accepted a tenured position as Professor of Civil Engineering at the University of

Delaware, where he taught courses in engineering mechanics and railway track engineering and also built

a strong graduate program in these areas until his retirement in 2002. In addition his work there, Arnold

enjoyed UD football games, shopping in the UD bookstore for office supplies to give to Regina and Orin

as Chanukah gifts, and seeing how high the piles of paper in his office could reach before falling over.

In 1980, Arnold and Berta founded the Institute for Railroad Engineering. For 25 years, the

Institute offered short courses in railroad engineering to practicing engineers who work for freight and

transit railroads, engineering consulting companies, federal and state DOTs, and the U.S. armed forces.

Arnold was regularly invited to speak abroad, and he often took Berta and the kids with him on trips to
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Israel, Slovakia, Germany and other European countries, with frequent stops to take photos of railroad

tracks.

During his career, Kerr advised 16 Ph.D. students and some 30 M.S. students. Many of his

former students and advisees have gone on to distinguished careers in academia and industry, and some

are members of the National Academy of Engineering. He was especially pleased with student

evaluations: in one he was referred to as, “an iron fist in a velvet glove.” Kerr thoroughly enjoyed the

process of coming up with “interesting” problems for students to solve on their exams.

Arnold Kerr is the author of more than 100 papers in journals and conference proceedings, co-

author of a book, Moving Loads on Ice Plates, and author of the book, Fundamentals of Railway Track

Engineering. He served as a reviewer for various journals in engineering mechanics, ice engineering,

railway engineering, and applied mathematics. Kerr’s publications and students’ accomplishments were

the highlights of his internationally recognized career.

He survived years of horror at a very young age and, through sheer determination, and with the

help of a young wife with boundless patience, he lived and thrived, leaving this world a better place for

us. Many have recently remarked on the twinkle in Arnold’s blue eyes when he was pleased to see you.

There was something special about making such a great man smile. He knew the simplest pleasures were

the most important and would want you to go home, love your family, and do some interesting work.

What Arnold Kerr would NOT want you to do is remember him by the illness which he endured during

these past ten years, and which had become more aggressive as of late. We cannot control how we die, or

when we die, and our deaths should not overshadow the lives we have led, and in Arnold Kerr’s case, the

EXTRA ORDINARY life we have led. We will treasure that life at his grandson, David’s upcoming bar

mitzvah this August. Arnold was very well aware of this bar mitzvah, this ultimate triumph of Judaism

after the destruction of the Shoah. When Arnold had his bar mitzvah in the Vilna Ghetto, could he have

imagined that Judaism would thrive in his family, culminating in the bar mitzvah of a grandson? What a

blessing. Surely, Arnold’s spirit and memory will be with us on this same pulpit to bless that very special

day.

Blessings. I return to the biblical words which I used to open our study of this most extraordinary

life. In Arnold Kerr’s name, I say: May God bless you and keep you. May God cause His face to shine

upon you and be gracious to you. May God lift up His face and grant you peace. In Arnold Kerr’s name,

I implore you to live extraordinary lives, and make each moment count. And if you do this, then of

Arnold Kerr we can truly say zichrona l’vracha, May his memory be for a blessing, and you can conclude

by responding, amen.


